Outdoor Writers Association of California

Activities

2022 Spring Conference
Big Bear, California
Tuesday, May 10 - Thursday, May 12
(plus Pre- and Post-Conference : May 9, 12, &13)

PRE-CONFERENCE: Monday, May 9, 2022
Pebble Plain Tour to Discover Big Bear’s Endemic Wildflowers
9 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Big Bear is home to more than 20 endemic wildflowers not seen anywhere else
in the world! This is your opportunity to see these rare flowers up close at the
Baldwin Lake Ecological Reserve on a guided wildflower hike led by a Big Bear
Discovery Center Naturalist. The Baldwin Lake Ecological Reserve is an open
plain covered by small quartz rocks, known as pebbles, with low-growing, tufted
plants rooted in the crevices. Research shows the area was once a glacier
lake during the Pleistocene era 10,000 years ago, which formed the clay soil
of the pebble plains. With a combination of unique soils, thousands of years of
the swelling and shrinking of the soils, annual freezing conditions in the winter
and isolation from other similar areas has created various floral species found
nowhere else on planet Earth! This area is so unique that it has been compared
to coral reefs with more than 20 species in a square mile. Most pebble plain
species are only one-inch high. They are well known as “belly flowers,” because
these plants are best appreciated close-up while lying flat on one’s belly. Your
guide will take you on a .6-mile loop on the Baldwin Lake Ecological Reserve
pebble plain to teach you about this geological wonder and its beautiful, rare
flowers that grow across the plain. The walk is about one hour, and sturdy shoes
are recommended.

Big Bear Valley Historical Museum Tour
11 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

No trip to Big Bear Valley is complete without a visit to the Big Bear Valley
Historical Museum. Big Bear Valley has a quite rich history including logging,
ranching, and especially gold mining, which makes Big Bear one of most
treasured historical sites of Southern California. Big Bear was once a gold
mining mecca before it became a popular four-season resort. The fascinating
high-mountain country is preserved by the museum’s numerous exhibits and
artifacts that include the Serrano Indian period to the present time. Many
additional new displays keep the museum changing and growing with each
passing season.

Scenic Fly Over Big Bear Valley
Flight Times 11:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.

(Limit 2 or 3 passengers, based on weight. Please note flights are weather
permitting, and times may be subject to cancellation.)
Helicopter Big Bear offers sightseeing flights from the vantage point of a
helicopter cockpit. Witness the beauty of the San Bernardino National Mountains
and Big Bear area with aerial views like no other. See countryside, landmarks,
points of interest, the lake, ski areas and more. The flights are approximately 20
to 25 minutes.
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PRE-CONFERENCE: Monday, May 9, 2022 (cont)
Big Bear Alpine Zoo Tour
1 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.

Big Bear Alpine Zoo is the only alpine zoo of its kind in the United States, which
concentrates on alpine wildlife only. It serves as a rehabilitation facility for both
mountain and nearby communities. In 2020, Big Bear Alpine Zoo moved to
its NEW location, offering a better way to experience zoo’s 100 + animals that
represent 60 species found in alpine and surrounding settings. The new location
offers better viewing experience to see animals up close and personal, which in
turn connects its guests to wildlife.

Mineshaft Coaster at Alpine Slide Big Bear
Anytime at your convenience
(Registration required)

In 2021 Alpine Slide Big Bear revealed a new thrill ride called Mineshaft Coaster.
This amusement-style roller coaster ride commonly referred to as a mountain
coaster, is built directly into the mountainside and spans several acres along the
natural curvatures of the mountain. The thrill ride stretches 5,300 feet in length
(over one mile) on a stainless-steel-tube track that has all the bells in whistles
of a roller coaster such as steep descents, hairpin turns, tunnels, bridges and
360-degree corkscrews. Here’s the kicker…the rider actually controls the speed
of the coaster cart, which can reach max speeds of 30 mph. This specific type
of ride is unique to California too. Mineshaft Coaster in Big Bear Lake is the first
and only mountain coaster in the state! Plus, you’ll have the opportunity to enjoy
the Soaring Eagle zipline ride and The Alpine Slide toboggan-style ride, both of
these attractions are exclusively one-of-a-kind in California, too.
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GUEST ACTIVITIES: Tuesday, May 10, 2022
Barrel 33 Wine Tasting (or Paint ‘n’ Sip if 10 or more guests sign up)
1 p.m.

Enjoy a personalized wine tasting experience at Barrel 33, and discover a
variety of different California wines. Each guest will get six pours of wine.
Note: If 10 or more guests sign up for the wine tasting experience, Barrell 33
will put together a private “Paint ‘n’ Sip” outing. You’ll start with a blank, empty
canvas and a full glass of wine in one hand and a paintbrush in the other. Two
hours later, you’ll have an empty glass, but you’ll have a canvas full of your
artistic creativity. Surprise yourself with what you can do, all while enjoying a
fine red or white wine. No experience necessary - our master artist will walk you
through all the steps and entertain you along the way.

Mountain Room Escapes – “Escape the Old Miner’s Cabin”
1 p.m.

(4 person minimum)
Mountain Room Escapes offers live escape room games, and has a special
challenge to see if you can “Escape the Cabin” before time runs out. The
scenario for this challenge is…after a fun day of hiking in the woods, you and
your friends find that you have become lost. A search for shelter leads to an
abandoned cabin and the much sought-after warmth you were looking for. But
the cabin might not be as deserted as you thought. Can you escape a lonely old
miner before he makes you a permanent house guest? This game is one hour in
length. There is a four-person minimum, and eight players is maximum.

Smart-Phone Guided Scavenger Hunt
Anytime at your convenience
(Registration required)

Combine the fun of the Amazing Race with a 1 ½ hour walking tour of Big Bear
Village and beyond with a smart phone guided scavenger hunt. You’ll solve
clues and complete challenges while learning local history and fun facts.
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CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES: Wednesday, May 11, 2022 - Morning Sessions
Bald Eagles / Wildlife Sighting & Photography Tour
7 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
(Limit 8)

Join local photographers / eagle observers Trish Green and Owen Phairis on
an exclusive bald eagle sighting tour via pontoon boat on the north shore. Your
guides will lead you on an adventurous outing to point out favorite feeding
zones of Big Bear’s famous resident bald eagles, Jackie and Shadow. This
expedition will seek to find the eagles as they perch along the shoreline hunting
for breakfast, or perhaps even flying overhead. Your guides will not only help
you spot bald eagles, but will give you some pointers on how to get the best
photographs by maximizing your camera gear, settings and other eagling tips.
After we scour the lake for a few hours, we’ll dock the boat and take a drive
over to Dana Point Park in Grout Bay. Your guides will have telescopes set
up at the park to give you an opportunity to zoom in on the eagles’ nest (you
might even get a glimpse of the young eaglet that was born earlier this year).
The telescopes have special adapters that will give you an opportunity to snap
some long-distance photos, too! Other wildlife we might encounter on the tour
includes other visiting bald eagles, golden eagles, cormorants, wood ducks,
herons, pelicans, egrets, geese, and turkey vultures.

Trout Fishing on a Guided Charter with Fish Big Bear
7 a.m. – 10 a.m.
(Limit 6)

Big Bear Lake is a first-rate trout fishery where rainbow trout thrive. In fact, the
alpine lake is famous for its “pink-meat holdovers.” If you really want to get a
handle on where the fish are biting take a guided fishing charter with one of
Big Bear’s expert fishing guides! Captain Sean Rabago will give you an inside
scoop of the hot spots on the lake and best lures to attract monster trout. Also,
be sure to measure and record the length of your fish to qualify for prizes!

Big Bear Off-Road Experience – Off-Road / Rock Crawling
7:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
(Limit 8)

Experience the thrill of driving our Jeeps! That’s right YOU DRIVE OUR JEEPS!
Follow our skilled guide on an exciting and educational Jeep excursion. Start
with a warm-up session on Jacoby Canyon Rd. before moving onto Gold
Mountain Trail for a rock-crawling adventure you’ll never forget. Our Jeeps are
trail ready and equipped with everything to handle whatever the trails throw out
at them.
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CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES: Wednesday, May 11, 2022 - Morning Sessions (cont)
Bird Walk presented by Chirp Nature Center
8 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.
(Limit 16)

Join a Chirp Nature Center birding experts for an educational bird walk that will
take you to one of Big Bear’s top birding hotspots. While on this hour and a half
walk, be on the lookout for a variety of local birds from regal red-tailed hawks to
chirping mountain chickadees. During the walk, Chirp’s Bird Guides will share
unique local facts and give tips and tricks to enhance your bird identification
skills. Note: that exact bird walk locations are determined immediately before the
walk begins based on conditions and group size.

Trout Fishing on a Guided Charter with Cantrell Guide Service
8 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
(Limit 6)

Big Bear Lake is a first-rate trout fishery where rainbow trout thrive. In fact, the
alpine lake is famous for its “pink-meat holdovers.” If you really want to get a
handle on where the fish are biting take a guided fishing charter with one of
Big Bear’s expert fishing guides! Captain Scott Eberhard will give you an inside
scoop of the hot spots on the lake and best lures to attract monster trout. Also,
be sure to measure and record the length of your fish to qualify for prizes!

Segway Tour with Action Tours
9:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
(Limit 6)

A two-hour guided Segway tour is an environmentally friendly and adventurous
way to approach and explore Big Bear’s terrain from the Village to lakefront.
You’ll learn fun facts about Big Bear, as well as the local flora and fauna.

Horseback Riding at Baldwin Lake Stables
9:35 a.m. – 11:35 a.m.
(Limit 10)

Discover the peaceful countryside of Big Bear on horseback. Saddle up for
a trek on the famous Pacific Crest Trail. A relaxing ride into the wilderness is
a splendid way to connect with nature and enjoy the pleasantries of the fresh
mountain air.
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CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES: Wednesday, May 11, 2022 - Afternoon Sessions
Ziplining with Action Tours
12:35 p.m. – 4 p.m.
(Limit 12)

An Adventure of a lifetime! Action Zipline Tours includes an off-road ride
two miles deep into the forest, nine zipline runs through the treetops and a
fun suspension bridge. Great fun for all, and an adrenaline rush anyone can
appreciate.

Big Bear Off-Road Experience – Utility Task Vehicle (UTV) Tour
12:45 p.m. – 4 p.m.
(Limit 8)

Big Bear Off-Road Experience now offers fun-filled UTV Tours. Enjoy all the
thrill of off-roading in a high-performance Can-Am X3! Experience the amazing
capabilities of our Can-Am’s as you conquer the terrain that’s put Big Bear on
the international off-roading map! The group will follow our guides, who narrate
the entire trip via two-way radio.

Hike the Cougar Crest Trail with Big Bear Discovery Center
Naturalist
1 p.m. – 4 p.m.
(Limit 12)

Join a Big Bear Discovery Center Naturalist on one of Big Bear’s best hiking
trails on the North Shore called Cougar Crest Tail. This easy to intermediate trail
leads right to the famous Pacific Crest Trail (PCT). You’ll discover different facts
about Big Bear’s flora and fauna and other interesting tidbits as you hike on one
of Big Bear’s most picturesque trails.

Trout Fishing on a Guided Charter
1 p.m. – 4 p.m.
(Limit 12)

Big Bear Lake is a first-rate trout fishery where rainbow trout thrive. In fact, the
alpine lake is famous for its “pink-meat holdovers.” If you really want to get a
handle on where the fish are biting take a guided fishing charter with one of Big
Bear’s expert fishing guides! Whether you’re with Adam Stromwall of Big Bear
Charter Fishing or Scott Eberhard of Cantrell Guide Service you’re certain to get
the inside scoop of the hot spots on the lake and best lures to attract monster
trout. Also, be sure to measure and record the length of your fish to qualify for
prizes!
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CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES: Wednesday, May 11, 2022 - Aftermoon Sessions (cont)
E-Bike Tour with Guide
1 p.m. – 4 p.m.
(Limit 8)

Electric bikes aka e-bikes are all the rage! Big Bear has grown quite a reputation
for its diverse rides along scenic highways, as well as over one hundred miles
of trails and US Forest Service roads to satisfy every type of rider. These pedaloption bikes are a great way to explore Big Bear on both the road and the dirt.
Join a guide as you’re presented with lush evergreen forests, mountain vistas
and clear blue skies throughout the ride. This tour will ride along the Alpine
Pedal Path on the North Shore and sample an easy to intermediate mountain
bike trail.

Scenic Fly Over Big Bear Valley
Flight Times 1:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m.

(Limit 2 or 3 passengers, based on weight. Please note flights are weather
permitting, and times may be subject to cancellation.)
Helicopter Big Bear offers sightseeing flights from the vantage point of a
helicopter cockpit. Witness the beauty of the San Bernardino National Mountains
and Big Bear area with aerial views like no other. See countryside, landmarks,
points of interest, the lake, ski areas and more. The flights are approximately 20
to 25 minutes.

Yosemite Axe Throwing
1:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
(Limit 12)

Professional timber sports athlete, Nate Hodges, has brought his lumberjack
background to Big Bear in the form of recreational axe throwing. Whether you’re
a first-timer looking to try axe throwing, or an experienced lumberjack veteran
who wants to hone your skills, Yosemite Axe Throwing is your spot! Our actionpacked, two-hour session will have you nailing bullseyes in no time! You’ll play
the same game that the World Axe Throwing League plays, as well as other fun
games. No experience necessary. Closed-toe shoes are required.
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POST-CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES: Thursday, May 12, 2022
Hike Sugarloaf Mountain with Guide
8:30 a.m. – 3 p.m.

Sugarloaf Mountain is the highest peak in Big Bear Valley at 9,952’ with an
elevation gain of 2000 feet. This hike offers a quality workout, and at the same
time offers a genuine experience with nature up close and personal. It is the
hike where earthly beauty comes alive. The amount of tromping that happens
throughout the 8.5 miles round trip is unrecognizable because the sights and
sounds take over and entertains along the way. One of the top sights is a
massive Lodgepole Pine grove, which stretches about a half-mile. There are
views of the Mojave Desert, Mount San Gorgonio and Big Bear Lake all within a
couple of miles. There is one point on the hike where you get all three of these
views at one time.

Big Bear Alpine Zoo Tour
9 a.m. – 11 a.m.

(Note: 9 a.m. is open one hour before the public giving OWAC members a
personalized sneak peek.)
Big Bear Alpine Zoo is the only alpine zoo of its kind in the United States, which
concentrates on alpine wildlife only. It serves as a rehabilitation facility for both
mountain and nearby communities. In 2020, Big Bear Alpine Zoo moved to
its NEW location, offering a better way to experience zoo’s 100 + animals that
represent 60 species found in alpine and surrounding settings. The new location
offers better viewing experience to see animals up close and personal, which in
turn connects its guests to wildlife.

Scenic Fly Over Big Bear Valley
Flight Times 10 a.m., 12 noon and 2 p.m.

(Limit 2 or 3 passengers, based on weight. Please note flights are weather
permitting, and times may be subject to cancellation.)
Helicopter Big Bear offers sightseeing flights from the vantage point of a
helicopter cockpit. Witness the beauty of the San Bernardino National Mountains
and Big Bear area with aerial views like no other. See countryside, landmarks,
points of interest, the lake, ski areas and more. The flights are approximately 20
to 25 minutes.
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POST-CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES: Thursday, May 12, 2022 (cont)
Big Bear Queen Tour
3 p.m.

Enjoy a 90-minute excursion narrated by Captain Chris Bellows, a life-long Big
Bear Queen captain, who conveys Big Bear Valley’s history, including the solar
observatory, Garstin Island, celebrity homes, the story of the dams, some of
the best fishing spots and other fun stuff in Big Bear. A tour on the Queen will
definitely end your mountain visit on a high note.

Mineshaft Coaster at Alpine Slide Big Bear
Anytime at your convenience
(Registration required)

In 2021 Alpine Slide Big Bear revealed a new thrill ride called Mineshaft Coaster.
This amusement-style roller coaster ride commonly referred to as a mountain
coaster, is built directly into the mountainside and spans several acres along the
natural curvatures of the mountain. The thrill ride stretches 5,300 feet in length
(over one mile) on a stainless-steel-tube track that has all the bells in whistles
of a roller coaster such as steep descents, hairpin turns, tunnels, bridges and
360-degree corkscrews. Here’s the kicker…the rider actually controls the speed
of the coaster cart, which can reach max speeds of 30 mph. This specific type
of ride is unique to California too. Mineshaft Coaster in Big Bear Lake is the first
and only mountain coaster in the state! Plus, you’ll have the opportunity to enjoy
the Soaring Eagle zipline ride and The Alpine Slide toboggan-style ride, both of
these attractions are exclusively one-of-a-kind in California, too.

POST-CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES: Friday, May 13, 2022
Keller Peak Fire Lookout
9:30 a.m.

Wildfire is a constant threat to our Southern California National Forests and that’s
why it’s so important to keep our Fire Lookouts operating. Did you know that
there are seven Fire Lookouts in the San Bernardino National Forest protecting
our forest and nearby communities? The Southern California Mountains
Foundation proudly oversees its preservation. We invite you to visit the Keller
Peak fire lookout as a post-conference tour to capture a romantic part of
California’s past. Keller Peak is the oldest remaining original tower. It’s located
three miles east of Running Springs at an elevation of 7,882 feet. Enjoy majestic
views and solitude. On a clear day Catalina Island can be seen peeking up from
the Pacific Ocean. Meet with vigilant volunteer hosts who’ll explain how these
historic structures are part of modern fire detection and suppression efforts.
Lookout Hosts work from May through November spotting smoke, educating
visitors about the history of the Fire Lookouts, mountain ecology, and keeping
lookouts a vibrant part of our local mountains.
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